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A final agreement to build the UK’s first
new nuclear power plant in thirty years,
Hinkley Point C, is expected to be
signed soon by the UK government
and operator EDF Energy. EDF has
in turn signed up two Chinese stateowned nuclear companies to part-fund the project.
Dieter Helm, professor of energy policy at Oxford
University, considers the Chinese involvement in
Hinkley to be very much against Britain’s interests.
The professor, a leading expert in the field of energy
policy, says: “It seems positively perverse to prefer
Chinese government money to British government
money in so sensitive a national project.”

He also points to the military and security issues of letting
Chinese state-owned companies into the heart of the
British nuclear industry – at Hinkley, but also at Bradwell
in Essex, where the UK government is negotiating a fully
Chinese built and operated nuclear plant.
The explosions in Tianjin highlighted China’s
lamentable industrial safety record, and the US
administration could soon impose sanctions against
the country over alleged cyber-attacks on Western
state institutions and industry.

Enclosed analyser houses introduce safety hazards which
must be mitigated in design and operation
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It is increasingly apparent that the UK government’s
China-friendly nuclear policy is risky in the extreme,
and needs urgent reconsideration.
...Alan Franck, Editor
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The latest HSE report on the UK’s onshore pipelines shows
a rise in third-party damage incidents
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• Renewables report says wind sector boosted UK economy by £1.25bn in 2014
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• Fatal incidents at two DuPont chemical plants reveal safety failings
• CSB says explosion at California refinery could have been “catastrophic”
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Pipe bores can be attacked by many forms of corrosion,
which may be countered in a number of different ways
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• Asset Integrity Management Subsea, 24-25 November 2015, Aberdeen
• Offshore Production Optimisation Conference, 2-3 December 2015, Aberdeen
• EuroTAR 2015 - Shutdowns, Turnarounds, and Outages, 2-3 December 2015, Amsterdam

Low and high-frequency noise can cause physical damage
to a pipeline, with the potential for catastrophic failure
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IEC61511 Ed. 2.0 : Functional safety
– Safety instrumented systems for
the process industry sector (Part 1)
1. Introduction

well-accepted standard of good practice for

Senior Expert Tino Vande Capelle
presents a general overview of IEC
61511 – Functional safety – safety
instrumented system (SIS) for the

This chapter outlines a general overview of
IEC61511 Ed 2.0 and the expected changes
to be published forecast 2016-01 (source
www.iec.ch, SC 65A Work programme (15),

safety instrumented systems in the process
industry. It’s certainly not a legal requirement in
itself, but the requirement to implement good
practice is a legal requirement.

process industry sector - Normative
Part 1: Framework, definitions,
system, hardware and software
requirements, edition 2.0. This is
based on the CDV version (65A/691/
CDV - 2014-05-09, CDV=Committee

Fcst. Publ. Date – status July 2015). It is not
the intention to summarise the complete 3
parts of IEC61511 edition 1.0 or 2.0, nor will
this text replace any definition or concept of
the IEC61511 Ed. 2.0 standard.

Draft for Vote) of the standard and the
author’s interpretation of the changes
in relation to edition 1.0.

2. History

T

his article by Functional Safety

When the article was written, the
forecasted publication date of
IEC61511 Ed. 2.0 – part1 has been
postponed to 2016-01. Please note
that there may be additional or
different changes to the final published
version of the IEC 61511 Ed 2.0.
This is the first part of three. The
following two will be published in the
December 2015 and January 2016
issues of Hazardex.

3. General overview of
IEC61511 Ed. 2.0.
The IEC61511 Ed. 2.0 standard is a
‘performance’ based standard and although
many definitions have changed to be more

IEC61511 Ed. 1.0 was first released in 2003
and was based on the principles of the
‘umbrella standard’ IEC61508 Ed. 1.0 that
was first released in 1998. Because IEC61508
Ed. 2.0 was revised and released in April 2010,
the changes will have an immediate effect on
the current IEC61511 and its future revision.
It should be emphasised that IEC61508
is clearly more focused on manufacturers

prescriptive and use the word SHALL
throughout the standard, it is not just following
a prescriptive cookbook with recipes. The
standard retains two fundamental concepts
for its application, the safety lifecycle and
safety integrity levels (SIL) to express how
well the system is expected to perform. The
safety lifecycle is a rational engineering design
process with a systematic approach that is
helping people outline a good engineering

building safety equipment/instrumentation
and systems, whereas IEC61511 is mainly
used by the end user/plant/project manager
to create an SIS in the process industry. The
acceptance and adoption of IEC61511 varies

practice for safety instrumented system
design, and maintaining safety. There are
technical requirements and non-technical or
management requirements in the standard as
shown in Figure 1 – Overall framework of this

around the world, but is in many countries
(E.g. UK, Norway, Belgium, etc) becoming a

standard (ref. IEC61511 Ed. 2.0 part 1) shown
top right on page 29.
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There are still 3 parts in
edition 2.0, similar concepts
as in IEC61511 Ed. 1.0:

- Part 2 provides guidance on how to read
and understand the clauses of Part 1

Part 1 is NORMATIVE and contains:

Part 3 is INFORMATIVE and contains:

Framework, definitions, system, hardware
and software requirements - Forecast
publication date 2016-01, status July 2015)

Guidance for determination of the required
safety integrity levels - Forecast publication
date 2016-01, status July 2015)

- Part 1 outlines the requirements for
compliance from clause 5 through 19.
There is Project planning, management,
documentation, and requirements
for competence, and the technical
requirements for achieving safety

- Part 3 gives general guidance for risk and
safety integrity levels.

throughout the safety lifecycle are
defined.
Part 2 is INFORMATIVE and contains:
Guidelines for the application of IEC61511-1
- Forecast publication date 2016-01, status
July 2015)

www.hazardexonthenet.net

- Annex A covers the ALARP principle (As
Low As Reasonably Practicable),
- Annex B through I covers both
quantitative and qualitative approaches
to SIL selection using event tree analysis,
safety layer matrix method, risk graph,
LOPA (Layer Of Protection Analysis), risk
matrix.

- Annex J is new in Ed. 2.0 covering
Multiple safety systems and describing
systemic dependencies

In general, the IEC61511
standard:
- Requires that a process hazard and risk
analysis be performed
- Requires allocation of safety functions to
protection layers
- When the tolerable risk cannot be met,
then additional protection layers will need
to be specified in the safety requirements
specification (SRS) for the safety
instrumented system (SIS)
- Specifies requirements for system
architecture, hardware configuration,
application program and system integration
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- Specifies techniques and numerical
targets (SIL levels) to measure the
performance of the SIS
- Requires Field data to be collected
through operational and mechanical
integrity program activities to assess
actual SIS performance

Figure 1 - General overview of IEC61511 Ed. 2.0.

4. IEC61511 Ed. 2.0 - part 1
Overview

to achieve functional safety.

- Uses a safety life cycle, and defines
a list of activities and responsibilities
required for functional safety
management and compliance

IEC61511 describes a good engineering
practice management system for the
end user/operator/owner on how to
specify, design, engineer, verify, assess,
install, commission, validate, operate,

In order to prevent human failures, a
systematic approach has been defined in
the standard by the use of the life cycle
model. The technical and non-technical
requirements are referred to as ‘clauses’

- Defines the requirements for testing and
analysis, documenting the performance
and the need for FS assessments
and audits with competency and
independencies to be taken into

maintain, document and continuously
improve the correct functioning of the SIS.
The essential roles, responsibilities and
competencies of anyone involved in the
life cycle needs to be defined, described in

in the standard, and there are in total 19
clauses:
Clause 01: Scope
Clause 02: Normative Requirements
Clause 03: Abbreviations and definitions

procedures and monitored to support the
consistent execution of their work needed

Clause 04: Conformance to this
International Standard

account
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in nature, but the lifecycle approach places
equal importance on effective Functional

Clause 05: Management of functional
safety

Clause 14: SIS installation and
commissioning

Clause 06: Safety lifecycle requirements
Clause 07: Verification
Clause 08: Process hazard and risk
assessment
Clause 09: Allocation of safety functions to
protection layers

Clause 15: SIS safety validation
Clause 16: SIS operations and
maintenance
Clause 17: SIS modification
Clause 18: SIS decommissioning
Clause 19: Information and documentation

Clause 10: SIS safety requirements
specification (SRS)
Clause 11: SIS design and engineering
Clause 12: SIS application Program
Development
Clause 13: Factory acceptance testing

requirements
The lifecycle has 11 phases containing
dedicated requirements/information and
tasks to be performed which are organised
in the above 19 clauses. Many of the

(FAT)

requirements in the standard are technical

safety management and management
activities such as planning, documentation,
operation, maintenance and modification
for all phases as shown in Figure 2 - SIS
safety lifecycle phases and FSA stages (ref.
IEC61511 Ed. 2.0 part 1)
[Part 2 of this article will appear in the
December edition of Hazardex]
This series of articles is taken from the
4th Edition of SIL MANUAL - SAFETY
INSTRUMENTED SYSTEM - Plant
Engineering and Maintenance
according to IEC 61508 and IEC 61511
Standard, which will be published by G.M.
International before the end of 2015.
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Figure 2 - SIS safety lifestyle phases
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